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PART 1: Entries alphabetical by author

Author: Adler, Felix
Year: 1918
Title: An ethical philosophy of life presented in its main outlines
City: New York, London,
Publisher: D. Appleton and Company
Number of Pages: viii, 380
Notes: by Felix Adler.
23 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 1. Inscribed by the author to ROL: "With affectionate good wishes to you and yours. From, The Author. June 1918."

Author: Aldanov, Mark Aleksandrovich
Year: 1950
Title: The escape
City: New York,
Publisher: Scribner
Number of Pages: 389
Notes: Translation of Kl*i*i*uch and Begstvo.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 2. Inscribed by the author to RO: "To Mr. Robert Oppenheimer, with best wishes and kind regards from one of his admirers. M. Aldanov."

Author: Alsop, Joseph; Alsop, Stewart
Year: 1958  
Title: The reporter's trade  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Reynal  
Number of Pages: 377  
Notes: [by] Joseph and Stewart Alsop.  
22 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 3. Inscribed by J. Alsop to RO: "For Robert and Kathy Oppenheimer, with infinite admiration and very great affection. Joe Alsop."

Author: American Association for the Advancement of Science.; Christman, Ruth C.  
Year: 1952  
Title: Soviet science; a symposium presented on December 27, 1951, at the Philadelphia meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science  
City: Washington,  
Number of Pages: vii, 108  
Notes: arranged by Conway Zirkle [and] Howard A. Meyerhoff. Edited by Ruth C. Christman.  
24 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 172. TLS to RO from Alan T. Waterman, director of the National Science Foundation, February 12, 1953.

Author: Andrau, Marianne  
Year: 1957  
Title: D.C. (Doom City)  
City: Paris  
Publisher: Editions Denoel  
Number of Pages: 273  
Notes: Oppenheimer 4. Inscribed by the author to RO: "Pour Monsieur le Professeur Oppenheimer, dout j'admire profondement la science, et la profoude humanite, cette version feu orthodoree de l'explosion atomique de Doom-City. Marianne Andrau, 23 rue de Temerolls, S'Cloud France."

Author: Archimedes; Clagett, Marshall; William  
Year: 1964  
Title: Archimedes in the Middle Ages  
City: Madison,  
Publisher: University of Wisconsin Press  
Volume: 1
Number of Pages: 720
illus. 26 cm.
Texts in Latin and English.
Vols. 2- have imprint: Philadelphia, American Philosophical Society.
v. 1. The Arabo-Latin tradition.--v. 2. The translations from the Greek by William of Moerbeke. 2 v.--v. 3. The fate of the medieval Archimedes, 1300-1565. 3 v.--v. 4. A supplement on the medieval Latin traditions of conic sections, 1150-1566. 2 v.--v. 5. Quasi-Archimedean geometry in the thirteenth century. 2 v.

Author: Bellamy, Edward
Year: 1917
Title: Looking backward, 2000-1887
City: New York
Publisher: The Modern library
Number of Pages: 276
Notes: by Edward Bellamy ; with an introduction by Heywood Broun.
19 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 6. Inscribed by Wesley G. Clark to RO: "Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, From Wesley G. Colark, 4030 N.E. 42nd Ave, Portland, Oregon." 

Author: Bhartrhari; Kosambi, D.D.
Year: 1948
Title: Satakatrayadi-subhashitasamgrahah
(The epigrams attributed to Bhartrhari)
Series Editor: Muni, Acharya Kina Vijaya
Series Title: Singhi Jaina granthamala
City: Bombay
Publisher: Singhi Jain S'Astra Sikshapitha
Volume: 23
Number of Pages: viii, 81, 240
Notes: Oppenheimer 70. Inscribed by the author to RO: "With compliments of D.D. Kosambi."

Author: Bidermanas, Izis; Malraux, André; Lazar, Nicolas
Year: 1958
Title: Israel
City: Lausanne
Publisher: Editions Clairefontaine
Number of Pages: 159 (chiefly illus.)
Notes: Herzl Institute pamphlet ; no. 7
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 91. Inscribed "For the Oppenheimers -- in token of a memorable visit - Mollie + Paul Oren Rehovath, May 26, 1958" in ms.

Author: Boyd, William Clouser
Year: 1950
Title: Genetics and the races of man; an introduction to modern physical anthropology
City: Boston,
Publisher: Little Brown
Number of Pages: 453
Edition: [1st ]
Notes: Includes bibliographies.
Inscribed in ms "To J.R. Oppenheimer in memory of a college friendship. William C. Boyd."

Author: Boyd, William Clouser
Year: 1956
Title: Fundamentals of immunology
City: New York,
Publisher: Interscience Publishers
Number of Pages: 776
Edition: 3d
Notes: Oppenheimer 11. Inscribed "To Bob Oppenheimer with warmest regards Bill" in ms.

Author: Boyd, William Clouser; Asimov, Isaac
Year: 1955
Title: Races and People
City: New York
Publisher: Abelard-Schuman
Number of Pages: 189
Notes: Oppenheimer 12. Inscribed "Dear Robert, This is primarily for Peter and Tony but I thought you and Katherine might like to see it" in ms.

Author: Breuer, Marcel; Blake, Peter
Year: 1955
Title: Sun and shadow, the philosophy of an architect
City: New York,
Publisher: Dodd Mead
Number of Pages: 205
Notes: Editing and notes by Peter Blake; book design and cover by Alexey Brodovitch.

Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 13. Inscribed "To the Oppenheimer's [sic] with all good wishes! Marcel Breuer December 1955" in ms.

Author: Brosin, Henry W.
Year: 1961
Title: Lectures on experimental psychiatry
City: [Pittsburgh]
Publisher: University of Pittsburgh Press
Number of Pages: vi, 361
Notes: Conference on Experimental Psychiatry, Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic, 1959.
Editor, Henry W. Brosin.
Includes bibliographies.

Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 14. Inscribed "To J. Robert Oppenheimer, These LECTURES are being sent because of your deep interest in human behavior, and the hope that you may enjoy reading about some of the American work on experimental psychiatry. Sincerely, Henry W. Brosin, M.D. 4 June 1961" in ms.

Author: Brown, Rollo Walter
Year: 1952
Title: The hills are strong
City: Boston,
Publisher: Beacon Press
Number of Pages: 244
Notes: Autobiography.


Author: Bruner, Jerome S.
Year: 1962
Title: On knowing; essays for the left hand
City: Cambridge,
Publisher: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press
Number of Pages: 165
Notes: Oppenheimer 16. Inscribed "For Robert + Kitty with affection, Jerry 4 April 1962" in ms.

Author: Bush, Vannevar
Year: 1949
Title: Modern arms and free men: a discussion of the role of science in preserving democracy
City: New York,
Publisher: Simon and Schuster
Number of Pages: 273
Notes: Oppenheimer 17. Inscribed "To Robert Oppenheimer, a great American and a valued friend. Vannevar Bush" in ms.

Author: Chakravarty, Amiya Chandra
Year: 1938
Title: The dynasts and the post-war age in poetry: a study in modern ideas
City: London
Publisher: Oxford University Press
Number of Pages: 174
Notes: by Amiya Chakravarty.
23 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 21. Inscribed by author to RO: "J. Robert Oppenheimer, with profound regards—Amiya Chakravarty, February 1951.

Author: Chamson, André
Year: 1945
Title: Le puits des miracles, roman
City: Paris
Publisher: Gallimard
Number of Pages: 4 ., [11]-238 , 231 .
Notes: 21 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 20. Inscribed by the author to RO.

Author: Charnwood, Godfrey Rathbone Benson
Year: 1917
Title: Abraham Lincoln
City: Garden City, N.Y.,
Publisher: Garden City Pub. Co.
Number of Pages: 482
Keywords: Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 22.

Author: Charon, Jean E.
Year: 1965
Title: L’être et le verbe, essai d’ontologie axiomatique
City: Paris
Publisher: Editions Planâete
Number of Pages: 328
Notes: [par] Jean E. Charon.
      illus. 20 cm.
      Illustrated cover.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 23. Inscribed by the author to RO.

Author: Chase, Stuart
Year: 1960
Title: Live and let live; a program for Americans
City: New York,
Publisher: Harper
Number of Pages: 146
Edition: 1st
Notes: 22 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 24. Inscribed by the author to RO: "For Katherine and Robert Oppenheimer, with best wishes--From, Stuart Chase. January 1961."

Author: Chevallier, Jean Jacques
Year: 1949
Title: Grenoble et ses montagnes
City: Grenoble,
Publisher: B. Arthaud
Number of Pages: 235
Notes: illus., fold. map. 23 cm.
      Cover illustrated in colors.
      Folded map in pocket.

Author: Chute, Marchette Gaylord
Year: 1959
Title: Two gentle men; the lives of George Herbert and Robert Herrick
City: New York,
Publisher: Dutton
Number of Pages: 319
Edition: [1st ]
Notes: Includes bibliography.

**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 178. Inscribed "To Robert Oppenheimer, whom I once heard quote from 'The Collar' and who has carried poetry with him into another field - Marchette Chute" in ms.

**Author:** Clagett, Marshall  
**Year:** 1959  
**Title:** The science of mechanics in the Middle Ages  
**City:** Madison,  
**Publisher:** University of Wisconsin Press  
**Number of Pages:** xxix, 711  
**Notes:** Wisconsin. University. Publications in medieval science, 4  
University of Wisconsin publications in medieval science. 4.

**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 27. Inscribed "To Robert Oppenheimer in appreciation of a splendid year at the FAS. Marshall Clagett" in ms.

**Author:** Company, Curtis Publishing  
**Year:** 1916  
**Title:** Two Pages Facing ; Some Suggestions for Advertising Display  
**City:** Philadelphia  
**Publisher:** Curtis Publishing Co.  
**Number of Pages:** 65 p., ill.  
**Notes:** Oppenheimer 176.

**Author:** Company., Curtis Publishing  
**Year:** 1917  
**Title:** Two color advertising; its advantages and uses, with some examples of effective arrangement, combination and treatment.  
**City:** Philadelphia  
**Publisher:** The Curtis Publishing Co.  
**Number of Pages:** 71  
**Notes:** Oppenheimer 175.

**Author:** Dean, Gordon E.  
**Year:** 1957  
**Title:** Report on the atom; what you should know about the atomic energy program of the United States  
**City:** New York,  
**Publisher:** Knopf  
**Number of Pages:** 359
Edition: 2d, 
Notes: with a new chapter covering recent developments.

**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 28. Inscribed "To Robert Oppenheimer, This is the old (1953) book updated through the device of an additional chapter. With every good wish, Gordon Dean" in ms.

**Author:** Dommergue, R.G.  
**Year:** 1954  
**Title:** J'ai mal de la terre  
**City:** Paris  
**Publisher:** Editions du Scorpion  
**Number of Pages:** 183  
**Notes:** Oppenheimer 29. Inscribed "To Oppenheimer: a book which will tell him about man and the doom of our race. R. Dommergue" in ms.

**Author:** Einstein, Albert; Adams, Edwin P.  
**Year:** 1923  
**Title:** The meaning of relativity  
**City:** Princeton,  
**Publisher:** Princeton university press  
**Number of Pages:** 3 l., 123, [121]  
**Notes:** "Printed in Great Britain."  
"Translation of these lectures into English was made by Edwin Plimpton Adams."  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 30. Signed "JRO" in ms.

**Author:** Ernst, Morris Leopold; Schwartz, Alan U.  
**Year:** 1962  
**Title:** Privacy: the right to be let alone  
**City:** New York,  
**Publisher:** Macmillan  
**Number of Pages:** 238  

**Author:** Fanti, Dr. S.G.  
**Year:** 1956  
**Title:** Le fou est normal  
**Series Title:** Delachaux & Niestle  
**Number of Pages:** 206  
**Notes:** Oppenheimer 33. Inscribed by the author to RO: "A Monsieur J.R. Oppenheimer, avec toute ma reconnaissances (p. 73 e.a.), et mes voile les plus sincères. Dr. S.G. Fanti, 1.24.57, Switzerland."
Author: Feis, Herbert  
Year: 1950  
Title: The road to Pearl Harbor; the coming of the war between the United States and Japan  
City: Princeton,  
Publisher: Princeton University Press  
Number of Pages: xii, 356  
Notes: fold. map. 25 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 35. Inscribed by the author to RO: "For Robert Oppenheimer--who I hope will find some art in this, if no science. With appreciation, Herbert Feis.

Author: Feis, Herbert  
Year: 1964  
Title: Foreign aid and foreign policy  
City: New York,  
Publisher: St. Martin's Press  
Number of Pages: vii, 246  
Notes: 22 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 34. Inscribed by the author to RO: "Dear Robert--Well, this is what I was working at while at the Institute. With cordial regards to you and Kathy. Herbert Feis.

Author: Fitzgerald, F. Scott  
Year: 1951  
Title: Tender is the night, a romance  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Scribner  
Number of Pages: 407  
Notes: ill. ; 20 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 36.

Author: Fock, Vladimir  
Year: 1960  
Title: Theorie Von Raum--Zeit und Gravitation  
City: Berlin  
Publisher: Akademie-Verlag  
Number of Pages: 501  
Notes: Oppenheimer 37. Inscribed by the author to RO: "Professor R. Oppenheimer--with kindest regards from the author. V. Fock, March 1961."
Author: Frankl, Paul
Year: 1956
Title: Peter Hemmel, Glasmaler von Andlau
Series Title: Denkmäler deutscher Kunst
City: Berlin
Publisher: Deutscher Verein für Kunstwissenschaft
Number of Pages: 142, [190] of plates
Notes: ill. ; 32 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 39. Inscribed by the author to RO: "Dr. Robert Oppenheimer--as a sign of gratitude. Paul Frankl, Princeton Oct. 5. 56."

Author: Frankl, Paul
Year: 1960
Title: The Gothic : literary sources and interpretations through eight centuries
City: Princeton, N.J.
Publisher: Princeton University Press
Number of Pages: x, 916, [932] of plates
Notes: by Paul Frankl.
ill. ; 25 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 38. Inscribed by the author to RO: "To Dr. Robert Oppenheimer, the supporter of the publication and the saviour of the Index. Princeton, November 21.60."

Author: Franklin, Benjamin
Year: 1958
Title: on the Art of Eating together with the Rules of Health and Long Life and the Rules to find out a fit Measure of Meat and Drink with Several Recipes
City: Princeton, NJ
Publisher: Princeton University Press
Number of Pages: 70
Notes: Oppenheimer 40. Ms letter laid in: "93 Mercer Street Princeton - November 23, 1958 Dear Madam, ultimately a copy of this booklet, printed for the members of the American Philosophical Society, will reach your husband. I hope you will accept for yourself this personal copy with the compliments of the editor and his wife. We can recommend particularly the "oyster sauce", the "mince pie" and the "orange shrub". This particular elixir tough and rough at the beginning requires aging, and then becomes smooth and velvety. With our best wishes for health long life and happiness for yourself and your husband, believe me in Franklin's parlance, your most humble and obedient servant, G. Chinair"

Author: Freund, Gerald
Year: 1957
Title: Unholy alliance; Russian-German relations from the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk to the Treaty of Berlin
City: New York
Publisher: Harcourt, Brace, and Co.
Number of Pages: xix, 283
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 41. Inscribed "With warm good wishes. Gerald Freund, 11 October 1957" in ms.

Author: Fromentin, Eugéne
Year: 1959
Title: Dominique
City, Publisher: Paris, A. Colin
Number of Pages: 246
Notes: Présentâe par Armand Hoog. 18 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 179. Dedicated "a Robert et Kitty Oppenheimer, pour quelque moments de leur vacances, Armand Hoog" in ms.

Author: Fry, Christopher
Year: 1950
Title: The lady's not for burning; a comedy
City, Publisher: New York, Oxford University Press
Number of Pages: 95
Edition: [2d , rev.]
Notes: Oppenheimer 42. Inscribed "To Oppy and Kitty, in memory of a very pleasant visit, Aleck and Martha" in ms.

Author: Gaillard, Georges; Zodiaque.
Year: 1963
Title: Rouergue roman
Series Title: Nuit des temps. 17
City, Publisher: [La Pierre-qui-Vire (Yonne)], Zodiaque
Number of Pages: 294
"Numéro spécial de vacances ... 1963 de la revue ... ‘Zodiaque,’ cahiers de l’Atelier du Coeur-Meurtry, éditée à l’Abbaye Saint-Marie de la Pierre-qui-Vire (Yonne)."
Summary in English and German.

**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 43. Inscribed "Au Professeur Robert Oppenheimer, with the blessings of Sainte Foy de Conques! From gratefully and respectfully yours, Marie-Madeleine Gauthier, Princeton, March 1964" in ms.

**Author:** Galilei, Galileo; Crew, Henry; Salvio, Alfonso de; Favaro, Antonio  
**Year:** 1914  
**Title:** Dialogues concerning two new sciences  
**City:** New York  
**Publisher:** Macmillan Co.  
**Number of Pages:** xxi, [3], 300 , [301] leaf of plates  
**Notes:** by Galileo Galilei ; translated from the Italian and Latin into English by Henry Crew and Alfonso de Salvio ... ; with an introduction by Antonio Favaro ...  
On spine: Two new sciences.  
Contains reproduction of t.p. of original edition: Discorsi i dimostrazioni ... In Leida : Appresso gli Elsevirii, 1638.  
Translation of the first-fourth days of Discorsi i dimostrazioni matematiche, intorno à due nouve scienze, without the appendix.  
Includes index.  
Two new sciences  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 44.

**Author:** Gallico, Paul  
**Year:** 1964  
**Title:** The Hand of Mary Constable  
**City:** Garden City, NY  
**Publisher:** Doubleday  
**Number of Pages:** viii, 279  
**Notes:** Oppenheimer 45. Inscribed "To Robert Oppenheimer. Sincerely, Paul Gallico, April 1964" in ms.

**Author:** George, Stefan Anton  
**Year:** 1922  
**Title:** Der siebente ring  
**City:** Berlin,  
**Publisher:** G. Bondi  
**Number of Pages:** 213  
**Edition:** 6th  
**Notes:** Oppenheimer 46. Inscribed "fuer Robert, ? von Elsbeth" in ms.
Author: Gerholm, Tor Ragnar  
Year: 1967  
Title: Physics and man; an invitation to modern physics  
City: [Totowa, N.J.]  
Publisher: Bedminster Press  
Number of Pages: xi, 362  
Notes: Translation and revision of Fysiken och människan.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 47. Postcard reading "To Professor Robert Oppenheimer with due author's compliments and admiration, Ragnar Gerholm" and addressed to JRO laid in.

Author: Gilot, Françoise; Lake, Carlton  
Year: 1964  
Title: Life with Picasso  
City: New York,  
Publisher: McGraw-Hill  
Number of Pages: 373  
Edition: [1st ]  
Notes: [by] Françoise Gilot and Carlton Lake.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 48. Inscribed "So sorry to miss you. Will call when get back but hope you will be ? with Dr. Ellen. Wally" in ms.

Author: Girard, A.C.  
Year: 1966  
Title: Condamnes a l'eternite  
City: Paris  
Publisher: Promotion et edition  
Number of Pages: 190  
Notes: Oppenheimer 49. Inscribed by the author to RO.

Author: Goudsmit, S.A.  
Year: 1927  
Title: Atoommodel en structuur der spectra  
City: Amsterdam  
Publisher: H.J. Paris  
Number of Pages: 68  
Notes: Oppenheimer 50.

Author: Hale, Oron J.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1964</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>The captive press in the Third Reich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>Princeton, N.J.,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Princeton University Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Pages</td>
<td>xii, 353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISBN</td>
<td>0691007705 (pbk.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>ports., diagrs. 23 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item Number and Notes</td>
<td>[Item Number] Oppenheimer 52. Inscribed by the author to RO: &quot;To Dr. Robert Oppenheimer with gratitude and respect. Oron J. Hale.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Author:** Hammarskjöld, Dag  
**Year:** 1964  
**Title:** Markings  
**City:** New York,  
**Publisher:** Knopf  
**Number of Pages:** xxiii, 222  
**Notes:** Translated from the Swedish by Leif Sjoberg and W.H. Auden. Forward by W.H. Auden.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 53. Inscribed "For my family, especially to those who would not, I think, buy this book, even should they want to. Peter" in ms.

**Author:** Hedrick, U. P.; Booth, N. O.; Dorsey, Maxwell Jay; Taylor, O. M.; Wellington, R.; New York (State). Dept. of Agriculture.; New York State Agricultural Experiment Station.  
**Year:** 1908  
**Title:** The grapes of New York  
**City:** Albany,  
**Publisher:** J. B. Lyon company state printers  
**Number of Pages:** xv, 564  
**Notes:** by U. P. Hedrick, assisted by N. O. Booth, O. M. Taylor, R. Wellington, M. J. Dorsey.  
front. (port.) col. plates. 31 cm.  
At head of title: State of New York--Department of Agriculture. 15th annual report--vol. 3--pt. 2.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 51.

**Author:** Hellinghaus, Otto  
**Year:** 1882  
**Title:** Deutsche Poesie von den Romantikern bis auf die Gegenwart  
**City:** Freiburg im Breisgau
Publisher: Herdersche
Number of Pages: xii, 463
Notes: Proben zur Litteraturgeschichte, ausgewählt von Dr. Otto Hellinghaus.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 54. Inscribed in ms.

Author: Hersch, Jeanne
Year: 1956
Title: Idéologies et réalité; essai d'orientation politique
City: Paris,
Publisher: Plon
Number of Pages: xx, 276
Notes: Avant-propos de André Philip.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 55. Inscribed to JRO and signed by the author in ms; dated "Paris 18 oct. 59."

Author: Holton, Gerald James
Year: 1952
Title: Introduction to concepts and theories in physical science
City: Cambridge, Mass.
Publisher: Addison-Wesley Press
Number of Pages: 650
Notes: Oppenheimer 56. Inscribed "To Dr J.R. Oppenheimer -- In appreciation of his interest in the problems of education. Sincerely, Gerald Holton" in ms. Inscription continues, "This source and reference book for student use attempts to handle the teaching of the historical and philosophical context of elementary physical science without sacrificing the maximum permissable rigor of the scientific material. I shall appreciate your comments."

Author: Horgan, Paul
Year: 1935
Title: No quarter given
City: New York, London,
Publisher: Harper & brothers
Number of Pages: viii, 1 L., 586
Notes: by Paul Horgan.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 57. Inscribed "Paul to Robert in the name of many summers. Roswell 1935" in ms.

Author: Horn, Edward Newman
Year: 1963
Title: Poems in Places; a collection including Poems for Small Apartments
City: New York
Publisher: Zebulun Press
Number of Pages: 120
Notes: Oppenheimer 58. Inscribed by the author in ms.

Author: James, Henry
Year: 1930
Title: The ambassadors
City: New York, London,
Publisher: Harper & brothers
Number of Pages: xv, [1], 431, [431]
Notes: by Henry James, with an introduction by Martin W. Sampson.
Harper's modern classics
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 60.

Author: Johnson, Edgar Nathaniel
Year: 1950
Title: Freedom and the university; the responsibility of the university for the maintenance of freedom in the American way of life
City: Ithaca,
Publisher: Cornell University Press
Number of Pages: ix, 129
Notes: [by] Edgar N. Johnson [and others]
23 cm.
"These essays were originally presented--during the spring of 1949--as lectures in the third part of the Cornell symposium on 'America's freedom and responsibility in the contemporary crisis.'"
The background of the university tradition, by E. N. Johnson.--Liberal arts and professional training, by R. D. Calkins.--Liberal education and the law, by E. V. Rostow.--Liberal education and medicine, by J. L. Lilienthal, Jr.--The relation of research to the liberal university, by J. R. Openheimer.--Academic freedom and the community, by E. C. Kirkland.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 61.

Author: Joyce, James; Fergusson, Francis
Year: 1945
Title: Exiles
City: Norfolk, Conn.,
Publisher: New Directions
Number of Pages: xviii, 154
Notes: With an essay on the play by Francis Fergusson.
17 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 62.
Author: Kahler, Erich  
Year: 1943  
Title: Man the measure, a new approach to history  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Pantheon Books Inc.  
Number of Pages: 6 ., 3-700  
Call Number: Firestone Library (F) 1015.508  
Keywords: Civilization History.  
Human beings.  
World history.  
Notes: [by] Erich Kahler.  
24 cm.  
"An elaboration of lecture courses held at the New school for social research in New York in 1941 and 1942."--Pref.  
"First printing."  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 63.  Inscribed by the author for RO: "To Dr. Robert Oppenheimer with kind regards.  Erich Kahler, December 1947.

Author: Kennan, George Frost  
Year: 1951  
Title: American diplomacy, 1900-1950  
City: Chicago,  
Publisher: University of Chicago Press  
Number of Pages: ix, 146  
Notes: 22 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 64.  Inscribed by the author to RO: "To Robert Oppenheimer with gratitude and admiration.  George Kennan."

Author: Kennan, George Frost  
Year: 1956  
Title: Russia leaves the war  
Series Title: Soviet-American relations, 1917-1920 ; v. 1  
City: Princeton, N.J.  
Publisher: Princeton University Press  
Number of Pages: xiii, 544  
Notes: by George F. Kennan.  
ill. ; 25 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 66.  Inscribed by the author to RO: "To Robert Oppenheimer in friendship and gratitude.  George Kennan."
Author: Kennan, George Frost  
Year: 1961  
Title: Russia and the West under Lenin and Stalin  
City: Boston  
Publisher: Little Brown  
Number of Pages: x, 411  
Edition: 1st  
Notes: by George F. Kennan.  
22 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 65. Inscribed by the author to RO: "To Robert Oppenheimer, without whose understanding and support none of this (for better or worse) would have happened. George Kennan."

Author: Konefsky, Samuel Joseph  
Year: 1956  
Title: The legacy of Holmes and Brandeis; a study in the influence of ideas  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Macmillan  
Number of Pages: 316  
Notes: 22 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 68. Inscribed by the author to RO: "For Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, by way of expressing appreciation for the pleasure and profit I derived from 'The Open Mind'. Samuel J. Konefsky, September 12, 1957."

Author: Konefsky, Samuel Joseph  
Year: 1964  
Title: John Marshall and Alexander Hamilton, architects of the American Constitution  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Macmillan  
Number of Pages: viii, 274  
Notes: [by] Samuel J. Konefsky.  
22 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 67. Inscribed by the author to RO: "For Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, with gratitude for two wonderful years. Samuel J. Konefsky. September 25, 1964."

Author: Körte, Alfred; Hammer, Jacob; Hadas, Moses  
Year: 1929
Title: Hellenistic poetry
City: New York,
Publisher: Columbia University Press
Number of Pages: xviii, 2, 3-446, 441.
Notes: by Alfred Kö rte, translated by Jacob Hammer and Moses Hadas, with a preface by Edward Delavan Perry.
21 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 69. Inscribed by the author to RO: "Instituti praesidi, Roberto Oppenheimer, dortissimorum humanissimo animo mon ingrato, d.d.d. Jacob Hammer. Princetonii, Monis Jan. 1953."

Author: Kothari, D. S.; India. Ministry of Information and Broadcasting.; Nehru, Jawaharlal
Year: 1958
Title: Nuclear explosions and their effects
City: Delhi
Publisher: The Publications Division Ministry of Information & Broadcasting Govt. of India
Number of Pages: xv, 276, A271-A264
Edition: 2d
Notes: Foreword by Jawaharlal Nehru.
illus., fold. map. 25 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 71. Inscribed by the author to RO: "With deep regard, D.S. Kothari. 26/12/58."

Author: Koyré, Alexandre
Year: 1957
Title: From the closed world to the infinite universe
City: Baltimore,
Publisher: Johns Hopkins Press
Number of Pages: 313
Notes: 21 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 72. Inscribed by the author to RO: "Professor R. Oppenheimer, ?? ? A.K."

Author: Koyré, Alexandre
Year: 1961
Title: La révolution astronomique: Copernic, Kepler, Borelli
Series Title: Histoire de la pensée, 3
City: Paris,
Publisher: Hermann
Volume: 3
Number of Volumes: 8
Number of Pages: 525
Notes: illus. 21 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 73. Inscribed by the author to RO: "A mon ami Robert avec toute mes affections. AK."

Author: Krieger, Leonard
Year: 1965
Title: The politics of discretion; Pufendorf and the acceptance of natural law
City: Chicago,
Publisher: University of Chicago Press
Number of Pages: xii, 311
Notes: 23 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 74. Inscribed by the author to RO: "April 1965. For Dr. Oppenheimer, with my thanks for a beautiful term at the Institute. LK."

Author: Kuznetsov, Boris Grigorovich
Year: 1965
Title: Einstein
City: Moscow,
Publisher: Progress Publishers
Number of Pages: 377
Notes: [by] B. Kuznetsov. [Translated from the Russian by V. Talmy]. illus., ports. 21 cm.
Translation of *E*inshte*in.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 75. Inscribed by the author to RO: "A Monsieur le Doctor Robert Oppenheimer. ? cordiale! B. Kuznetsov, Moscow, 8/11/65"

Author: Laloy, Jean
Year: 1966
Title: Entre Guerres et Paix
City: [Paris]
Publisher: Plon
Number of Pages: 380
Keywords: World politics.
World War, 1939-1945--Diplomatic history
Notes: Oppenheimer 76. Inscribed "Pour Robert Oppenheimer avec affection, avec ?, Jean Laloy" in ms. Ms laid in.

Author: Langer, Susanne Katherina Knauth

Prepared June 30, 2004
Year: 1953  
Title: Feeling and form; a theory of art  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Scribner  
Number of Pages: xvi, 431  
Notes: "Developed from [the author's] Philosophy in a new key."  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 77. Inscribed "To Dr. Robert Oppenheimer, as a small token of my great esteem, Susanne K. Langer" in ms.

Author: Lao, tzu; Bynner, Witter  
Year: 1944  
Title: The way of life according to Laotzu: an American version  
City: New York  
Publisher: John Day Co.  
Number of Pages: 76  
Notes: by Witter Bynner.  
18 cm.  
Translation of: Tao te ching.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 18. Inscribed by the author to RO: "Dear Robert Oppenheimer, I hope the 'old boy' will be as welcome a companion to you as he has been to yours faithfully, Witter Bynner. Santa Fe, June 10, 1955."

Author: Lasky, Melvin J.; Congress for Cultural Freedom.  
Year: 1957  
Title: The Hungarian revolution; a white book. The story of the October uprising as recorded in documents, dispatches, eye-witness accounts, and world-wide reactions  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Published for the Congress for Cultural Freedom by F.A. Praeger  
Number of Pages: 318  
Notes: illus., ports., maps (part fold.) 26 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 86. Inscribed by the author to RO: "For J. Robert Oppenheimer: who knows the hope and the tragedy (and to remember a talk in Paris about 'means and ends') Melvin K. Lasky."

Author: Lèubke, Wilhelm; Semrau, Max  
Year: 1908  
Title: Die Kunst des Altertums  
Series Title: Grundriss der Kunstgeschichte; 1  
City: Esslingen a.n.
Publisher: Paul Neff
Number of Pages: viii, 458
Notes: von Wilhelm Lèubke ; vollstèandig neu bearbeitet von Max Semrau.
ill. [some col.] ; 26 cm.
Includes index.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 136. Inscribed by ? (possibly RO's father) to RO in German.

Author: Lewis, Gilbert Newton; Randall, Merle
Year: 1923
Title: Thermodynamics and the free energy of chemical substances
City: New York
Publisher: McGraw-Hill
Number of Pages: xxiii, 653
Edition: First
Notes: by Gilbert Newton Lewis and Merle Randall.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 79. Signed "JR Oppenheimer" in ms.

Author: Lilienthal, David Eli
Year: 1963
Title: Change, hope and the bomb
City: Princeton, N.J.,
Publisher: Princeton University Press
Number of Pages: viii, 168
Notes: Oppenheimer 81. Ms laid in: "With admiration and respect to Robert Oppenheimer, Dave."

Author: Lincoln, Abraham; Nicolay, John G.
Year: 1922
Title: Complete works, comprising his speeches, letters, state papers, and miscellaneous writings
City: New York,
Publisher: Century
Number of Volumes: 2
Number of Pages: 695
Edition: 2nd
Notes: Ed. by John G. Nicolay and John Hay.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 82.
Author: Lincoln, Abraham; Nicolay, John G.
Year: 1922
Title: Complete works, comprising his speeches, letters, state papers, and miscellaneous writings
City: New York,
Publisher: Century
Volume: 2
Number of Volumes: 2
Number of Pages: 770
Edition: 2nd
Notes: Ed. by John G. Nicolay and John Hay.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 83.

Author: Link, Arthur Stanley
Year: 1955
Title: American epoch; a history of the United States since the 1890's
City: New York,
Publisher: Knopf
Number of Pages: xxii, 724, xxxvii
Edition: 1st
Notes: illus., ports., maps 24 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 84. Inscribed by the author to RO: "For Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, one of the makers of modern history, in appreciation of a memorable year, 1954-1955, at the Institute.  Arthur S. Link, The Institute for Advanced Study, April 11, 1955.

Author: Link, Arthur Stanley
Year: 1956
Title: Wilson : the new freedom
City: Princeton, New Jersey
Publisher: Princeton University Press 1956.
Number of Pages: 504
Notes: illus. ; 24 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 85. Inscribed by the author to RO: "For J. Robert Oppenheimer, one of the makers of modern history, in appreciation of a memorable year, 1954-1955, at the Institute. With the admiration and regard of Arthur S. Link, and with his gratitude for the year 1954-1955 at the Institute for Advanced Study, where this book was written. Evnaston, Illinois, Christmas, 1956."

Author: Lübke, Wilhelm, 1826-1893.
Year: 1905
Title: Die Kunst des Mittelalters / von Wilhelm Lübke ; vollständig neu bearbeitet
von Max Semrau; Mit 5 farvigen Tafeln und 452 Abbildungen im Text.

**Series Title:** Grundriss der Kunstgeschichte, [Bd.] 2.
**City:** Stuttgart
**Publisher:** P. Neff
**Number of Pages:** viii, 456 p., 455 plates : ill. ; 426 cm.
**Notes:** Oppenheimer 87. Inscribed "Meinen lieben Enkelkinde J. Robert Oppenheimer, zum Andenken an die unvergesslich schoene Tage in Freudenstadt, im August 1909, B. Oppenheimer" in ms.

**Author:** Lübke, Wilhelm, 1826-1893.
**Year:** 1907
**Title:** Die Kunst der Barockzeit und des Rokoko / von Wilhelm Lübke; vollständig neu bearbeitet von Max Semrau; Mit 5 farvigen Tafeln, 2 Heliogravüren und 385 Abbildungen im Text.
**Series Title:** Grundriss der Kunstgeschichte, [Bd.] 4.
**City:** Esslingen A. N.
**Publisher:** Paul Neff Verlag
**Number of Pages:** x, 436 p., 437 plates (435 col.) : ill. ; 426 cm.
**Notes:** Oppenheimer 88. Inscribed "Meinen lieben Enkelkinde J. Robert Oppenheimer, zum Andenken an die ? Tage in Freudenstadt, im August 1909, B. Oppenheimer" in ms.

**Author:** Lübke, Wilhelm, 1826-1893.
**Year:** 1907
**Title:** Die Kunst der Renaissance in Italien und im Norden / von Wilhelm Lübke.
**Series Title:** Grundriss der Kunstgeschichte, [Bd.] 3.
**City:** Esslingen A. N.
**Publisher:** Paul Neff Verlag
**Number of Pages:** 558 p., [558] leaves of plates (552 fold.) : ill. (some col.) ; 527 cm.
**Notes:** Oppenheimer 89. Inscribed "Meinen lieben Enkelkinde J. Robert Oppenheimer, zum Andenken an die schoene Tage in Freudenstadt, im August 1909, B. Oppenheimer" in ms.

**Author:** Mackay, Charles
**Year:** 1932
**Title:** Extraordinary popular delusions and the madness of crowds
**City:** Boston,
**Publisher:** L. C. Page & company
**Number of Pages:** xxiv , 1 l., 724 p.,[711] leaves of plates : ill. ; 723 cm.
**Notes:** by Charles Mackay. # p.: a verbatim reprint, with reproductions of original illustrations, of the edition of 1852 ... with a foreword by Bernard M. Baruch. With reproductions of title-pages of 1841 and 1852 editions.

**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 90. Inscribed "To J.R. Oppenheimer to whom I owe so much for what understand I have of the worlds number one 'task' with highest regards BM Baruch May 1946" in ms.
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<td>Publisher</td>
<td>S. Fischer Verlag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Pages</td>
<td>765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>Oppenheimer 92. Inscribed &quot;For Kitty + Robert -- Perhaps a revelation that humanists are my real dish - Devoted, Agnes&quot; in ms.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<th>Author</th>
<th>Maritain, Jacques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Le paysan de la Garonne : un vieux laic s'interroge à propos du temps présent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Desclée de Brouwer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Pages</td>
<td>405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>Bibliographical footnotes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item Number and Notes:</strong> [Item Number] Oppenheimer 93. Inscribed &quot;a Robert Oppenheimer Hommage de fidele amitie et de profonde admiration Jacques Maritain&quot; in ms.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Masefield, John, 1878-1967.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>The tragedy of Pompey the Great / by John Masefield.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Sidgwick and Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Pages</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keywords</td>
<td>Pompey, the Great, 106-48 B.C.--Drama. Generals--Rome--Drama.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>Oppenheimer 94.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Mickiewicz, Adam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Adam Mickiewicz, 1798-1855: selected poems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>New York,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Noonday Press</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Number of Pages: 124
Notes: with a critical appreciation by Jan Lecho*n. Edited by Clark Mills.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 96. Inscribed "To J.
Robert Oppenheimer in admiration Clark Mills June 1956" in ms.

Author: Miller, Fred Robinson, 1872-
Year: [c1917]
Title: Progressive problems in physics, by Fred R. Miller.
City: Boston, New York
Publisher: D.C. Heath
Number of Pages: vi, 218
Edition: Rev.
Notes: Oppenheimer 98. Signed "Robt. Oppenheimer" in ms.

Author: Miller, Perry
Year: 1956
Title: The raven and the whale; the war of words and wits in the era of Poe and Melville
City: New York
Publisher: Harcourt Brace
Number of Pages: viii, 370
Edition: [1st ].
Notes: Bibliographical references included in "Acknowledgments" (p. 355-356)
Dedicated "For J. Robert Oppenheimer."
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 97. Inscribed "Dear
Robert: -- This is a small token of my delight in being able to compose a book
with one -- no doubt only that one, but one is a number -- flawless page Perry 18
April, 1956" in ms.

Author: Millikan, Robert Andrews; Gale, Henry Gordon; Coyle, James Perry
Year: 1936
Title: New elementary physics
City: Boston, New York [etc.]
Publisher: Ginn and company
Number of Pages: xiv, 637
Notes: by Robert Andrews Millikan and Henry Gordon Gale. Being a revision of
the authors' Elements of physics done in collaboration with James P. Coyle.
First published under title: A first course in physics; in 1920 under title: Practical
physics.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 99. Inscribed "To his
friend Robert Oppenheimer from Robert A Millikan" in ms.
Author: Milton, John  
Year: 1966  
Title: Complete prose works of John Milton  
City: New Haven,  
Publisher: Yale University Press  
Volume: Volume 4, Part 1  
Number of Volumes: 8 v. in 10  
Number of Pages: xvi, 686  
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and indexes.  
v. 1. 1624-1642 -- v. 2. 1643-1648 -- v. 3. 1648-1649 -- v. 4. 1650-1655 (2 v.) -- v. 5. pt. 1. 1648?-1671 -- v. 5. pt. 2. 1649-1659 -- v. 6. ca. 1658-ca. 1660 -- v. 7. 1659-1660 -- v. 8. 1666-1682.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 100. Inscribed "To Robert Oppenheimer noble and gallant spirit to whom I owe deep thanks for his example of intellectual labor dedicated to creative ends; in whose mind and heart no link to greatness is ever broken. From Don M. Wolfe Princeton July 10, 1966" in ms.

Author: Milton, John  
Year: 1966  
Title: Complete prose works of John Milton  
City: New Haven,  
Publisher: Yale University Press  
Volume: Volume 4, Part 2  
Number of Volumes: 8 v. in 10  
Number of Pages: xiv, 687-1166  
Notes: Includes bibliographical references and indexes.  
v. 1. 1624-1642 -- v. 2. 1643-1648 -- v. 3. 1648-1649 -- v. 4. 1650-1655 (2 v.) -- v. 5. pt. 1. 1648?-1671 -- v. 5. pt. 2. 1649-1659 -- v. 6. ca. 1658-ca. 1660 -- v. 7. 1659-1660 -- v. 8. 1666-1682.  
Numbered sequentially with part 1.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 101.

Author: Moch, Jules Salvador  
Year: 1955  
Title: Human folly: to disarm or perish?  
City: London,  
Publisher: Gollancz  
Number of Pages: 222  
Notes: Translated by Edward Hyams, with an introd. by Albert Einstein.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 102. Inscribed "A J. Robert Oppenheimer, En temoignage de mon admiration pour l'homme -- que nous pouvons tous apprecier -- et pour le savant -- qui me defaite -- Jules Moch" in ms.
Author: Molière, 1622-1673;; Guirand, Félix
Year: 1933
Title: Le misanthrope: comédie
City: Paris
Publisher: Larousse
Number of Pages: 105
Notes: Oppenheimer 103. Inscribed "To Kitty, with love 3/10/60 R[obert Oppenheimer]" in ms.

Author: Morelly; Denis Diderot
Year: 1950
Title: Code de la nature; ou, Le véritable esprit de ses lois, 1755
City: [Paris,
Publisher: R. Clavreuil]
Number of Pages: 335
Notes: publié avec une introd. et des notes par Gilbert Chinard.
With reproduction of t.p. of original ed., published anonymously, 1755.
"Ouvrage qu'on a faussement attribué à Diderot."-J.M. Quéréard. La France littéraire.
Erratum slip inserted.
"Introduction": p.[7]-147.

Author: Morgenstern, Christian, 1871-1914.
Year: 1953
Title: The moon sheep; authorized English version, by A. E. W. Eitzen
City: [Weisbaden]
Publisher: Insel-Verlag
Number of Pages: 95
Notes: Verse.
English and German; added t.p. in German.
"Eine Auswahl aus den Galgenliedern."
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 104. Inscribed "With thanks and love Hermann" in ms.

Author: Nabokov, Nicolas
Year: 1951
Title: Old friends and new music
Author: Nanda, B. R.
Year: 1962
Title: The Nehrus, Motilal and Jawaharlal
City: London,
Publisher: Allen & Unwin
Number of Pages: 357
Notes: Oppenheimer 107. Letter laid in, reading "Dear Professor Oppenheimer, The Ministry of Education, New Delhi, has asked that the enclosed book in connection with the forthcoming U.N.E.S.C.O. round-table conference to discuss the life and philosophy of Jawaharlal Nehru should be forwarded to you. Yours sincerely, [Sehri J. Saklatvala]."

Author: Nathan, Hans, 1910-
Year: [1962]
Title: Dan Emmett and the rise of early Negro minstrelsy.
City: Norman, Oklahoma
Publisher: University of Oklahoma Press
Number of Pages: xiv, 496
Edition: [1st]
Keywords: Emmett, Daniel Decatur, 1815-1904.
Minstrel shows.
Afro-American songs.
Notes: Includes unacc. melodies.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 109. Inscribed "March 2, 1963 For Dr. Robert Oppenheimer with admiration Hans Nathan" in ms.

Author: Nehru, Jawaharlal
Year: 1946
Title: The discovery of India
City: New York
Publisher: The John Day Co.
Number of Pages: xi, 595
Notes: Jawaharlal Nehru.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 108. Inscribed "Professor
& Mrs. J.R. Oppenheimer with my regards + greetings from India. Amiya Chakravarty April 1950" in ms.

Author: Nehru, Jawaharlal
Year: 1949
Title: Independence and After
City: Delhi
Publisher: Publications Division Ministry of Information and Broadcasting Government of India
Volume: [1]
Number of Pages: 403
Notes: Vol. [1] has special title only; Independence and after; a collection of the more important speeches, from September 1946 to May 1949. Independence and after.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 110. Inscribed "To Mr + Mrs Robert Oppenheimer with good wishes -- Vijaya [?] [?] February 1951" in ms.

Author: Neumann, Sigmund; Barghoorn, Frederick Charles
Year: 1956
Title: Modern political parties : approaches to comparative politics
City: [Chicago]
Publisher: University of Chicago Press
Number of Pages: 460
Notes: edited by Sigmund Neumann.
Bibliography: p. 425-446.

Author: Nordenfalk, Carl Adam Johan, 1907-
Year: [1948?]
Title: Vincent van Gogh / door Carl Nordenfalk ; nederlands van Martha A. Muusses.
Series Title: Imago Imaginis
City: Amsterdam
Publisher: H.J.W. Brecht
Number of Pages: 155 p., [160] p. of plates
Notes: Translation of: Vincent van Gogh.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 112. Inscribed "Dr. and Mrs. Robert Oppenheimer with respect and gratitude from Carl Nordenfalk Princeton May 9, 1950" in ms.
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<tr>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Archabbey Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Pages</td>
<td>xviii, 156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>Bibliographical references included in &quot;Notes&quot; (p. [89]-108)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 113. Inscribed "Reverendissimo patri et domino, domino Roberto de Oppenheim, Monasterii Princetoniensis Archiabbati, tremula manu adscriptit Erwinus qui et Pan [Erwin Panofsky], Dei patientia eius [?] Monasterii qualis [?] que professus. In paeninsula, quae a [?] [?] [?] capit, Non. Aug. A.D. MDCCCLI" in ms.
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<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Doubleday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Pages</td>
<td>xviii, 362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edition</td>
<td>[1st ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>Anchor books, A59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bibliography: p. vi-x. Bibliographical footnotes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</tr>
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<tr>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Little Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Pages</td>
<td>370</td>
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<td>Edition</td>
<td>[1st ]</td>
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<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>Oppenheimer 115. Inscribed &quot;by Wilder Penfield with sincere gratitude to Robert Oppenheimer&quot; in ms.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<thead>
<tr>
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<th>Pimienta, Gustave.</th>
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</thead>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>A. G. Nizet</td>
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Number of Pages: 158

Author: Posin, Daniel Q.
Year: 1948
Title: Mendeleyev, the story of a great scientist
City: New York ; Toronto
Publisher: Whittlesey House
Number of Pages: xii, 345 , [344] leaves of plates
Notes: by Daniel Q. Posin.
"Principal published works of Dmitri Ivanovitch Mendeleyev": p. 321-331.
Bibliography: p. 331-333.
Includes index.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 117. Inscribed "To Prof Oppenheimer, with fondest recollections -- Dan Posin Fargo, ND Apr. 1952" in ms.

Author: Prokosch, Eduard, 1876-1938.
Year: c1920
Title: Elementary Russian Grammar, by E. Prokosch ...
City: Chicago, Ill.
Publisher: The University of Chicago Press
Number of Pages: xi, 133
Notes: Oppenheimer 118. Annotated.

Author: Quine, W. V.
Year: 1963
Title: Set theory and its logic
City: Cambridge,
Publisher: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press
Number of Pages: xv, 359
Notes: Bibliography: p.[343]-350.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 119. Inscribed "For Robert with esteen and good wishes. Van" in ms.

Author: Radin, Max
Year: 1949
Title: Epicurus my master
City: Chapel Hill
Publisher: University of North Carolina Press
Number of Pages: xii, 142
Notes: Oppenheimer 122. Inscribed "To Robert with deep affection from Max
March 1, 1949” in ms.

**Author:** Ranhofer, Charles; Herndon/Vehling Collection.  
**Year:** 1894  
**Title:** The epicurean. A complete treatise of analytical and practical studies on the culinary art, including table and wine service, how to prepare and cook dishes ... etc., and a selection of interesting bills of fare of Delmonico's from 1862 to 1894. Making a Franco-American culinary encyclopedia  
**City:** New York,  
**Publisher:** C. Ranhofer  
**Number of Pages:** viii, [6], 1183  
**Notes:** by Charles Ranhofer.  
illus. 28 cm.  
Added t.-p., engr.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 120.

**Author:** Reder, Jacob.  
**Year:** c1941]  
**Title:** The portraits of the Brignole-Sale family in the Palazzo Rosso in Genoa by Sir Anthony Van Dyck, in commemoration of the 300th anniversary of the death of Sir Anthony Van Dyck, December 9, 1641. Samuel Hofmann from Zurich, pupil of Rubens; a first preface to a rediscovered European art. Sixty-four illustrations. By Jacob Reder.  
**City:** [New York  
**Publisher:** Art Press  
**Number of Pages:** 133  
**Keywords:** Van Dyck, Anthony, Sir, 1599-1641.  
Hofmann, Samuel, 1592?-1648.  
Brignole Sale family.  
Portraits.  
**Notes:** Bibliography: p. 17, 130-132.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 121. Inscribed "To J. Robert Oppenheimer Jacob Reder" in ms.

**Author:** Richter, Curt Paul  
**Year:** 1965  
**Title:** Biological clocks in medicine and psychiatry  
**City:** Springfield, Ill.  
**Publisher:** Thomas  
**Number of Pages:** 109  
**Notes:** Thomas William Salmon memorial lectures.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 123. Inscribed "Robert Oppenheimer with many thanks Curt Richter" in ms.
Author: Robert, Louis de; Mahut, M.
Year: 1921
Title: Le roman du malade
City: Paris
Publisher: Flammarion
Number of Pages: iv, 244
Notes: illustrations de M. Mahut. illus., plates ; 19 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 128. Inscribed by the author to RO: "A respectreux ?, Louis Roubaud.

Author: Roche, Marcel, 1920-
Year: 1963
Title: Bitácora-63.
City: Caracas
Publisher: Ediciones I[nstituto] V[enezolano de] I[nvestigaciones] C[jientíficas]
Number of Pages: 263
Keywords: Science.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 124. Inscribed "Par Robert Oppenheimer, con admiraccion. Marcel Roche" in ms.

Author: Roethke, Theodore
Year: 1954
Title: The waking : poems, 1933-1953
City: Garden City, N.Y.
Publisher: Doubleday
Number of Pages: 120
Notes: Oppenheimer 125. Inscribed "For J. Robert Oppenheimer -- and I hope he reads it all! With sincere regard, Theodore Roethke" in ms.

Author: Rohrlich, F.
Year: 1965
Title: Classical charged particles; foundations of their theory
City: Reading, Mass.,
Publisher: Addison-Wesley Pub. Co.
Number of Pages: xiii, 305
Notes: [by] F. Rohrlich.
Addison-Wesley series in advanced physics
Includes bibliographies.
A-W series in advanced physics.

**Item Number and Notes**: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 126. Inscribed "To Robert Oppenheimer who appreciates the old as well as the new and who is able to put both into proper perspective Fritz Rohrlich" in ms.

**Author**: Romains, Jules  
**Year**: 1947  
**Title**: Le problème numéro un  
**Series Title**: Présences  
**City**: Paris,  
**Publisher**: Plon  
**Number of Pages**: xvi, 230  
**Notes**: 18 cm.


**Author**: Rovere, Richard Halworth  
**Year**: 1959  
**Title**: Senator Joe McCarthy  
**City**: New York,  
**Publisher**: Harcourt Brace  
**Number of Pages**: 280  
**Edition**: 1st  
**Notes**: 21 cm.

**Item Number and Notes**: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 129.

**Author**: Royal Society (Great Britain)  
**Year**: 1968  
**Title**: Biographical memoirs of fellows of the Royal Society  
**City**: London  
**Publisher**: The Society  
**Volume**: 14  
**Number of Pages**: 467  
**Notes**: ill. ; 26 cm.

**Item Number and Notes**: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 130.

**Author**: Rybakov, Boris Aleksandrovich  
**Year**: 1975  
**Title**: Sokrovishcha almaznogo fonda SSSR = Treasures of the USSR Diamond
Fund = Les joyaux du Fonds diamantaire de l'URSS
City: Moskva
Publisher: Izobrazitel'noe iskusstvo
Number of Pages: 21, [71] leaves of plates
Edition: Izd. 2., ispravl i dopol.
Notes: pod obshchey red. B. A. Rybakova.
col. ill. ; 30 cm.
Preface and legends also in English and French.
On leaf preceding t. p. :Ministerstvo finansov SSSR.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 131. Inscribed by the author to RO in Cyrillic.

Author: Sabathier-Leveque, Marc
Year: [c1955]
Title: Oratorio pour la Nuit de Noel
City: [Paris]
Publisher: Les Editions de Minuit
Number of Pages: 351
Notes: Oppenheimer 80. Inscribed in "il convient que toute litterature s'elabore selon le mecanisme des sanglots" in ms. Inscription continues, "a Monsieur le Professeur J. Robert Oppenheimer en ? absolu de la profonde admiration et du respect etc, Marc Sabathier Leveque."

Author: Sarton, May
Year: 1955
Title: Faithful are the wounds
City: New York,
Publisher: Rinehart
Number of Pages: 281
Notes: 21 cm.
Novel.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 132. Inscribed by the author to RO: "For Robert Oppenheimer, May Sarton. Feb 1955."

Author: Schiff, Leonard I.
Year: 1949
Title: Quantum mechanics
Series Title: International series in pure and applied physics
City: New York,
Publisher: McGraw-Hill Book Co.
Number of Pages: xii, 404
Edition: 1st
Notes: diagrs. 24 cm.
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 133. Inscribed by the author to RO: "For Robert Oppenheimer, with affection, and the hope that this book is worthy of your influence on it. Leonard Schiff."

**Author:** Schiff, Leonard I.  
**Year:** 1955  
**Title:** Quantum mechanics  
**Series Title:** International series in pure and applied physics  
**City:** New York,  
**Publisher:** McGraw-Hill  
**Number of Pages:** 417  
**Edition:** 2d  
**Notes:** illus. 24 cm.

**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 134. Inscribed by the author to RO: "For Robert Oppenheimer, in continued appreciation of the early background for this book. Leonard Schiff, July 1955."

**Author:** Schlesinger, Arthur Meier  
**Year:** 1965  
**Title:** A thousand days; John F. Kennedy in the White House  
**City:** Boston,  
**Publisher:** Houghton Mifflin  
**Number of Pages:** xiv, 1087  
**Notes:** [by] Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. 22 cm.

**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 135. Inscribed by RO to ?: "Return to Oppenheimer and get well soon. This should ? you for a few days. I've not done with it. All luck and love, Robert."

**Author:** Shakespeare, William  
**Year:** 1891  
**Title:** Julius Caesar  
**Series Editor:** Rolfe, William J.  
**Series Title:** English Classics  
**City:** New York  
**Publisher:** Harper & Brothers  
**Number of Pages:** 199  
**Notes:** Oppenheimer 137.

**Author:** Sindicato Nacional Vitivinícola, Santiago de Chile.  
**Year:** [1947?]  
**Title:** Uvas y Vinos de Chile
City: Santiago de Chile
Number of Pages: 340 p. illus. (part col.) ports., col. map. 332 cm.
Notes: Oppenheimer 78.

Author: Smyth, Herbert Weir
Year: 1916
Title: A Greek grammar for schools and colleges
Series Title: Greek series for colleges and schools
City: New York, Cincinnati etc.
Publisher: American book company
Number of Pages: xiv, 492
Notes: by Herbert Weir Smyth.
20 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 138.

Author: Solvay., Institut international de physique
Year: [1962]
Title: Cinquantenaire du premier Conseil de physique Solvay : 1911-1961,
Bruxelles.
City: [Bruxelles]
Publisher: Institut international de physique Solvay
Keywords: Conseil de physique.
Physics--Research--Belgium.
Institut international de physique Solvay--History.
Solvay Conference on Physics--History.
Notes: "Cet album ... a été réalisé par Serge Creuz"--P. [13].
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 59. Presentation copy
inscribed to J.R. Oppenheimer.

Author: Sonneborn, T. M.
Year: 1957
Title: Breeding systems, reproductive methods, and species problems in
protozoa
City: Washington?
Publisher: American Association for the Advancement of Science?
Notes: T. M. Sonneborn.
Cover title.
"Reprinted from The Species Problem, copyright 1957 by the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, Washington, D.C.".
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 139. Inscribed by the
author to RO: "For Robert and Kitty Oppenheimer, with appreciation and
affection. From Tracy Sonneborn."
Author: Stanton, Alfred H.; Perry, Stewart E.
Year: 1951
Title: Personality and political crisis; new perspectives from social science and psychiatry for the study of war and politics
City: Glencoe, Ill.,
Publisher: Free Press
Number of Pages: 260
Notes: Edited by Alfred H. Stanton and Stewart E. Perry.

Includes papers delivered at the Washington school of psychiatry and articles reprinted from various periodicals.

Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 141. Inscribed to RO by "David"?

Author: Steiner, George
Year: 1959
Title: Tolstoy or Dostoevsky : an essay in the old criticism
City: New York
Publisher: Knopf
Number of Pages: 354
Edition: [1st ]
Notes: Includes bibliographical references.

Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 142. Inscribed "For J. Robert Oppenheimer, with respectful thanks. G. Stein (January 29, 1959)" in ms.

Author: Stendhal, 1783-1842.
Year: 1929
Title: [De l'amour. German.] Von der Liebe / Friedrich v. Stendhal (Henri Beyle) ; herausgegeben von Arthur Schurig.
City: Leipzig
Publisher: Insel-Verlag
Number of Pages: 518
Notes: Translation of De l'amour.
Bibliography: p. 495-496.

Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 143. Inscribed.
Author: Stevens, Leslie Clark  
Year: 1953  
Title: Russian assignment  
City: Boston  
Publisher: Little Brown  
Number of Pages: 568  
Edition: [1st ]  

Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 144. Inscribed "From Robert to Kitty 12/25/53" in ms.

Author: Strode, Hudson  
Year: 1955  
Title: Jefferson Davis  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Harcourt Brace  
Volume: 1  
Number of Volumes: 3  
Number of Pages: 556  
Edition: [1st ]  
Notes: Includes bibliographies.  

Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 145. Inscribed "For Dr. Robert Oppenheimer with long-time esteem and every good wish. Hudson Strode" in ms.

Author: Struve, Otto; Zebergs, Velta  
Year: 1962  
Title: Astronomy of the 20th century  
City: New York,  
Publisher: Macmillan  
Number of Pages: 544  
Notes: [by] Otto Struve and Velta Zebergs.

Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 146. Inscribed "To Dr. Robert Oppenheimer gratefully Otto Struve December 22, 1962" in ms.

Author: Szent-Györgui, Albert  
Year: 1951  
Title: Chemistry of muscular contraction  
City: New York,
Author: Takagi, Yasaka
Year: 1954
Title: Toward international understanding
City: Tokyo
Publisher: Kenkyusha
Number of Pages: ix, 180
Notes: Oppenheimer 148. Inscribed "Dr and Mrs Robert Oppenheimer A small souvenir of your visit to Japan Yasaka Takagi September 1960" in ms.

Author: Tammann, Gustav, 1861-
Year: 1923
Title: Aggregatzustände; die zustandsänderungen der materie in abhängigkeit von druck und temperatur, von Gustav Tammann.
City: Leipzig
Publisher: L. Voss
Number of Pages: viii, 292
Edition: 2d aufl. Mit 128 figuren im text.
Notes: Oppenheimer 149. Signed "JR Oppenheimer Goettigen" in ms.

Author: Thomson, Joseph John
Year: 1907
Title: The corpuscular theory of matter
City: New York,
Publisher: C. Scribner's sons
Number of Pages: vi , 1 l., 172
Notes: by J.J. Thomson ...
"... An expansion of a course of lectures given at the Royal institution in ...
1906."--Pref.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 150. Signed "J R Oppenheimer Christi College" in ms.

Author: Tocqueville, Alexis
Year: 1959
Title: Correspondance d'Alexis de Tocqueville et d'Arthur de Gobineau
Series Editor: Mayer, J.P.
Series Title: Alexis de Tocqueville: Oeuvres Completes
City: Paris
Publisher: Librairie Gallimard
Volume: IX
Number of Pages: 393
Notes: Oppenheimer 151. Inscribed by the editor to RO: "For Robert Oppenheimer, with all good wishes from The Editor. Paris 1959."

Author: Truman, Harry S.
Year: 1955
Title: Memoirs Year One: Year of Decisions
Series Title: Memoirs
City: Garden City, N.Y.,
Publisher: Doubleday
Volume: 1
Number of Volumes: 2
Number of Pages: 596
Notes: 22 cm.
v. 1. Year of decisions. -- v. 2. Years of trial and hope.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 152. Inscribed by RO to his wife: "For a brave wife, this story of a brave president. R.O. Christmas 1955."

Author: Tyrrell, Robert Yelverton
Year: 1895
Title: Latin poetry: lectures delivered in 1893 on the Percy Turnbull memorial foundation in the Johns Hopkins university
City: Boston, New York,
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin and Company
Number of Pages: xxiii, 323
Notes: by R.Y. Tyrrell ...
21 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 153. Inscribed to RO by unknown in Latin.

Author: Valmiki
Year: 1958
Title: Ramayana
Publisher: N. Ramaratnam
Edition: 2nd
Notes: Oppenheimer 140. Inscribed by the publisher to RO: "To Professor J.R. Oppenheimer: In memory of a most pleasant and stimulating association at an
institution which represents all that is best in the scientific effort and intellectual life of the new world. With kindest regards, Alladh Ramaratnam. 'This immortal epic meets the real need of the hour—a recommitment between us and the sages of our ancient land, so that our future is built on rock and not on sand.' 22-11-58."

Written in Sanskrit.

**Author:** Vaughan, Keith  
**Year:** 1962  
**Title:** Retrospective Exhibition  
**City:** London  
**Publisher:** Fosh & Cross, Ltd.  
**Number of Pages:** 50, 47  

**Author:** Walker, Burnham Sarle; Boyd, William C.; Asimov, Isaac  
**Year:** 1952  
**Title:** Biochemistry and human metabolism  
**City:** Baltimore  
**Publisher:** Williams & Wilkins  
**Number of Pages:** viii, 812  
**Edition:** 1st  
**Notes:** by Burnham S. Walker, William C. Boyd [and] Isaac Asimov; with a foreword by John T. Edsall. ill. ; 24 cm.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 155. Inscribed by Boyd to RO: "To Dr. J.R. Oppenheimer-at last I have got around to writing something on chemistry. William C. Boyd."

**Author:** Wassermann, Jakob; Lewisohn, Ludwig  
**Year:** 1920  
**Title:** The world's illusion  
**City:** New York,  
**Publisher:** Harcourt Brace and Howe  
**Number of Pages:** 2 v.  
**Notes:** by Jacob Wassermann; authorized translation by Ludwig Lewisohn ... 20 cm.  
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 156. Inscribed to RO from "Maxine"?: "He saw the whole space of heaven before him, the evening star and the ? sea. And he knew it was all illusion, this great space.—that it was. But a garment and a painted curtain by which the soul must not let itself be
quieted. Behind it were terror and horror and unfathomable pain.' But--behind this world's illusion surely there must be something more! Mary from Maxine. April 20, 1932.

**Author:** Watterson, Henry, 1840-1921.
**Year:** 1915
**Title:** History of the Manhattan club; a narrative of the activities of half a century, by Henry Watterson.
**City:** New York
**Publisher:** [The De Vinne Press]
**Number of Pages:** xlii, [2], 165, [161] p. ports., fold. facsim. 130 cm.
**Keywords:** Manhattan Club (New York, N.Y.)
**Notes:** Added t-p., engr.
At head of title: Fiftieth anniversary, 1865-1915.
"This edition of the History of the Manhattan club, printed on Fabriano hand-made paper from type during the month of December, 1915, is limited to six hundred and fifty copies."
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 157.

**Author:** Weber, J.
**Year:** 1961
**Title:** General relativity and gravitational waves
**City:** New York,
**Publisher:** Interscience Publishers
**Number of Pages:** viii, 200
**Notes:** Interscience tracts on physics and astronomy, no. 10
Includes bibliographies.
**Item Number and Notes:** [Item Number] Oppenheimer 158. Inscribed "To Robert Oppenheimer with best regards Joe Weber" in ms.

**Author:** Wedgwood, C. V.
**Year:** 1955
**Title:** The King's peace, 1637-1641
**City:** London,
**Publisher:** Collins
**Number of Pages:** 510
**Notes:** Oppenheimer 159. Inscribed "For Kitty and Robert Oppenheimer with deep affection and gratitude from the author C. Veronica Westwood January 1955" in ms.

**Author:** Wedgwood, C. V.
**Year:** 1958
Title: The King's War, 1641-1647  
City: London,  
Publisher: Collins  
Number of Pages: 510  

Author: Wedgwood, C. V.  
Year: 1961  
Title: Thomas Wentworth, first earl of Strafford, 1593-1641; a revaluation  
City: London,  
Publisher: J. Cape  
Number of Pages: 415  
Notes: Oppenheimer 161. Inscribed "for Kitty + Robert Oppenheimer with admiration, gratitude + love from the author Veronica Wedgwood February 1962" in ms.

Author: White, Harvey Elliott  
Year: 1934  
Title: Introduction to atomic spectra  
City: New York, London,  
Number of Pages: xii, 457  
Edition: 1st  
Notes: by Harvey Elliott White.  
International series in physics  
"Sixth impression."  
Atomic spectra.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 162. Inscribed "To J. Robert Oppenheimer with my sincerest compliments Harvey E. White" in ms.

Author: White, Morton Gabriel  
Year: 1956  
Title: Toward reunion in philosophy  
City: Cambridge, [Mass.]  
Publisher: Harvard University Press  
Number of Pages: 308  
Notes: Morton White.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 163. Inscribed "To Robert Oppenheimer, with warmest regards, Morton" in ms.

Author: White, Morton Gabriel; White, Lucia
Year: 1962
Title: The intellectual versus the city, from Thomas Jefferson to Frank Lloyd Wright
City: Cambridge,
Publisher: Harvard University Press
Number of Pages: 270
Notes: [by] Morton and Lucia White.
25 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 164. Inscribed by the authors to RO: "Robert and Kitty, affectionately, Morton and Lucia."

Author: White, William Lindsay
Year: 1953
Title: Back down the ridge
City: New York,
Publisher: Harcourt Brace
Number of Pages: 182
Edition: 1st
Notes: 21 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 165. Inscribed by the author to RO: "For Robert Oppenheimer with best wishes--W.L. White."

Author: White, William Lindsay
Year: 1957
Title: The captives of Korea; an unofficial white paper on the treatment of war prisoners: our treatment of theirs, their treatment of ours
City: New York,
Publisher: Scribner
Number of Pages: xiv, 347
Notes: illus. 22 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 166. Inscribed by the author to RO: "For Robert Oppenheimer with very best wishes from Bill White."

Author: Whittaker, E. T.
Year: 1915
Title: The theory of optical instruments
Series Title: Cambridge tracts in mathematics and mathematical physics ; no. 7
City: Cambridge,
Publisher: University press
Number of Pages: VIII, 72
Edition: 2
Notes: by E. T. Whittaker ...
diagr. 22 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 167.

Author: Willey, Basil  
Year: 1953  
Title: The seventeenth century background; studies in the thought of the age in relation to poetry and religion  
City: Garden City, N.Y.,  
Publisher: Doubleday  
Number of Pages: 316  
Notes: 18 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 168. Inscribed by "Rob and Gusty" to RO: "For A, G, via RO from Rob and Gusty--with love and a long letter to follow."

Author: Wolfe, Don Marion  
Year: 1957  
Title: The image of man in America  
City: Dallas,  
Publisher: Southern Methodist University Press  
Number of Pages: 482  
Notes: 23 cm.  
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 169. Inscribed by the author to RO: "To Robert Oppenheimer, whose achievements make every search more hopeful. From Don Wolfe, the Institute, October 30, 1957."

Author: Xenophontis  
Year: 1883  
Title: Anabasis  
Series Editor: MacMichael, J.F.  
Series Title: Harper's Greek and Latin Texts  
City: New York  
Publisher: American Book Company  
Number of Volumes: 23  
Number of Pages: 224  
Edition: 2nd  
Notes: Oppenheimer 170.

Author: Zeiller, Martin; Merian, Matthaeus; Merian, Caspar; Wüthrich, Lucas Heinrich  
Year: 1962  
Title: Topographia Saxoniæ Inferioris; das ist, Beschreibung der vornehmsten Stätte vnnd Plätz in dem hochl: Nider Sachss: Craỳss
Series Title: Topographia Germaniae [12]
City: [Kassel,
Publisher: Bärenreiter-Verlag
Number of Pages: 242 [i.e., 218], [245]
Notes: Franckfurt, Beý M. Merians S: Erbe, 1653.
His Topographia Germaniae [12]
Pages 28 and 84 numberd also 40 and 96 respectively, from which numbers in
each case the paging proceeds regularly.
"Neue Ausgabe 1962, mit einem Nachwort herausgegeben von Lucas Heinrich
Wüthrich. Faksimile nach der wirklichen 1. Ausgabe von 1653."
Edited and illustrated, with engr. t.p. and plates, by Matthaeus Merian the
younger, and Caspar Merian.
Topographia Saxoniae Inferioris.
Beschreibung dess NiederSächsischen Craisses.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 95. Signed by five people
(not the authors) and dated "29.4.1965" in ms.

Author: Zigrosser, Carl
Year: 1965
Title: Multum in parvo; an essay in poetic imagination
City: New York,
Publisher: G. Braziller
Number of Pages: 54
Notes: 15 plates. 23 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 171. Inscribed by
"Lessing" (?) to RO: "For Kitty and Robert. Lessing (?). 9/22/65"

Author: Ziwet, Alexander; Field, Peter
Year: 1928
Title: Introduction to analytical mechanics
City: New York,
London,
Publisher: The Macmillan company;
Macmillan & co. ltd.
Number of Pages: ix, 378
Edition: 2nd
Notes: by Alexander Ziwet ... and Peter Field ...
diagrs. 20 cm.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 173.
PART 2: Entries with no author, by date of publication

Title: Bhagavad Gita
Notes: Oppenheimer 8. Inscribed in ms "From: Narendva Mehta."

Title: 1949
City: [New York, etc.]
Publisher: Year, Inc.
Number of Pages: 192
Notes: The 1949 volume of yearly serial.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 174. Letter reading "Dear Dr. Oppenheimer: The pre-publication copy of YEAR 1949 attached herewith I would like to present to you for your personal library. I trust you will find it of compelling interest in serving its editorial objective of chronicling today's history in pictures. ... Cordially yours, Baldwin H. Ward, Editor" laid in.

Year: 1914
Title: Almanach dem Verein fuer Kinder-Volkskuechen und Volks-kinderhorte E.V.
Publisher: [Gebr. Feyl]
Number of Pages: 73
Notes: Oppenheimer 10. Inscribed in ms "Meinen kleinen [?] im [?] jahr 1915 nach [?]. Ihre Grossmutter, Helen [?]. [?] im [?] 1915" in ms.

Year: 1936
Title: The 1936 International Exhibition of Paintings: Carnegie Institute
City: Pittsburgh
Publisher: Carnegie Institute
Number of Pages: 180
Notes: Oppenheimer 19. Annotated by RO.

Year: 1951
Title: Memorable Life photographs / foreword and comment by Edward Steichen.
City: New York
Publisher: Museum of Modern Art
Number of Pages: 1 v. (unpaged) : chiefly ill., ports. ; 36 cm.
Notes: Oppenheimer 177. RJO's photo appears within.

Prepared June 30, 2004
Year: 1973
Title: Esquire
Publisher: Arnold Gingrich
Volume: October 1973
Number of Pages: 541
Notes: 40th Anniversary Celebration.
Item Number and Notes: [Item Number] Oppenheimer 32.